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last year at the insistance of the patients to "Medecine
Urogenital."
The name genitourinary medicine has been approved by the

Royal College of Physicians of London and the title of the
adviser in venereology to the Department of Health and
Social Security has been changed to adviser in genitourinary
medicine. Already several teaching hospitals have adopted the
name for their departments. At the Middlesex Hospital
Medical School the academic board has approved a proposal
that a chair in genitourinary medicine be established if funds
to finance it can be found. As the specialty develops and its
practitioners increase in number the use of the name will
spread. The most important reason for its universal adoption
in Britain is for the sake of the patients, and this consideration
should have top priority in everybody's mind. It could do
much to remove guilt, fear, stigma, and emotional distress
from a large number of patients attending Britain's hospitals.

Venereal Disease. Office of Health Economics Briefing, no. 1. London,
O.H.F., 1974.

Jam Tomorrow?
Just 15 years ago Sir Harry Pilkington and his colleagues on
the Royal Commission finished their three-year study of
N.H.S. doctors' and dentists' pay.' Their recommendations
prepared the foundation for the many reviews of the two pro-
fessions' remuneration carried out since then. Unhappily two
of that report's important concepts-the need for an inde-
pendent referee between the Government and the profession
and the advice that pay should not "be determined by con-
sideration of political convenience"-have recently taken a
severe buffeting.

Firstly, the referee's independence has been curtailed by
statutory pay policies. Secondly, despite Mrs. Barbara Castle's
admission that after 25 July there were no legal restraints on
doctors' incomes,2 the Review Body has chosen in its latest
report (p. 104) to take cover behind Government policy-the
social contract. Will this prompt more doctors to ask whether
the review body procedure has outlived its usefulness ? Cer-
tainly a nil award for most N.H.S. doctors will do nothing to
halt the decline of the N.H.S. The B.M.A.'s Joint Evidence
Committee, meeting "to consider the very serious position
of doctors' pay," has recommended to its constituent com-
mittees "that an early meeting should be sought with the
Prime Minister."
A near-catastrophic rate of inflation and the severe effect of

the counter-inflation legislation on the professions' incomes
were seen by the Joint Evidence Committee as compelling
reasons for demanding an interim award so soon after an
"annual" report.3 But "jam tomorrow" is the only message
in this supplementary report. Apart from a 13-6% award to
certain ex-public health doctors (whose pay was being reviewed
for the first time since October 1973) N.H.S. doctors will
receive no addition to their incomes though the Review
Body's own revised figures show that on 1 April 1974 N.H.S.
doctors' incomes as a whole were already 11% behind the 1972
comparison. So between 1 April 1972 and 31 March 1975 a

general practitioner or consultant will have lost a very sub-
stantial sum of money-even before taking account of the
18% inflation rate forecast for 1974-5.

Well, isn't this what incomes restraint is about and shouldn't
doctors as a responsible group accept this unpalatable decline
in living standards in the national interest? Possibly they
might if the profession thought that the "incomes' policy"
was being applied fairly throughout society. But to many
doctors it will seem that once again they are being used as an
economic regulator-in contrast to other groups whose pay
increases have escaped the social contract.
Even if few N.H.S. doctors were expecting realistic in-

creases in their incomes general practitioners had looked
forward to some respite in battling with their ever-mounting
practice expenses. An average increase in practice expenses of
£145 (backdated to 1 April 1974) taken with the April award
will bring the percentage rise for expenses for the year to just
over 200 '-more than the official figures for inflation. Never-
theless, with reports of some doctors contemplating the
restriction of home visits because of motoring costs and of
others paying back income into the practice fund to meet
expenses they are obviously very worried. Family doctors' net
incomes and their expenses have, particularly since 1964, been
closely interrelated, and their difficulties over meeting the
latter may well be because they do not realize the extent to
which their real incomes have fallen behind since 1972.
Whatever the reasons general practitioners are feeling the
effects of inflation. How many of them will not stay to find
out whether the Review Body's promise for substantial in-
creases in 1975 materialises ? How many will look back and ask
whether the lessons of 1964 have been forgotten ?
Much of the discontent among hospital doctors results from

trying to run a comprehensive hospital service on insufficient
resources, though they too are unhappy about pay. With con-
sultants now confronting Mrs. Castle over their contract
reforms (4 January, p. 4) and the juniors threatening to follow
suit (p.1 10) is the time near when all N.H.S. doctors will unite
to make the Government face up to the future of the N.H.S. ?
The staff unrest throughout the whole N.H.S. stems mainly

from the Service's chronic underfinancing. It will continue
until the country recognizes that a finite money supply means
a finite limit to medical facilities. Britain spends less per head
on health than most other European countries-while boasting
that it provides the most comprehensive health service of the
lot. The profession could constructively channel some of its
growing militancy to convincing the country and the
Government of these simple facts.

Royal Commission on Doctors' and Dentists' Remuneration 1957-1960,
Report. Cmnd. 939. H.M.S.O., London, 1960.

2 British Medical_Journal, 1974, 3, 479.
3British Medical Journal, 1974, 2, 124.

The Knighthood conferred on Dr. Ronald Gibson in last
week's New Years Honours (see p. 102) will give particular
pleasure to his many friends within the Association-and to
many others besides. Quite apart from his distinguished work
for the B.M.A. itself as Chairman of its Council for six years
and in other capacities, he has served both Medicine and his
country tirelessly and without stint. He embodies the highest
traditions of family doctoring.
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